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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to seek committee’s consideration and approval of the 
revised Benefits Fraud Business Plan and to advise of the progress made in the 
previous year in relation to Sanctions and Prosecutions in conjunction with the Fraud 
and Prosecutions Policy. 

Background 

The committee approved North Lanarkshire Council’s initial Benefits Fraud Policy 
document in February 2000 and have approved annual revisions. The Policy outlines 
the Council’s approach to the prevention and detection of Housing and Council Tax 
Benefit fraud and a Business Plan has been developed to function within the 
approved policy. 

The Business Plan (Appendix 1) has been developed taking into consideration the 
Benefit Fraud Inspectorate’s Performance Standards. 

An update on progress towards achieving the Council’s approved aims detailed in the 
Fraud and Prosecutions Policy is set out at Appendix 2. 

Recommendation 

Committee is asked to: 

a) Approve and adopt the new Fraud Business Plan at Appendix 1; and 

b) Note the progress report at Appendix 2. 

Background Information 

Background information is available within the Housing & Property Services 

Director of Housing and Property Services 
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Appendix 1 

North 

FRAUD BUSINESS PLAN 
AND OPERATIONAL TARGETS 

2005 I2006 

North Lanarkshire Council 
Housing & Property Services Department 
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1. OBJECTIVES OF THE FRAUD INVESTIGATION UNIT 

*:e Prevent and deter fraud in the first instance; 

e 3  Detect it quickly; 

e$. Investigate it efficiently; and 

e3 Sanction offenders when appropriate. 

The overall objective of the Fraud Investigation Unit is to identify and investigate suspected 
fraudulent benefit claims efficiently, and by effective means, in a professional manner. To 
prevent fraud entering the system and to utilise existing resources and identify new ones, to 
apply good practice and to provide a service that conforms to the Department for Work & 
Pensions (DWP) Performance Standards and the council's Best Value principals. 

The team will strive to constantly improve as a professional, effective, counter fraud section 
by building on the positive results achieved so far, and the extensive training undertaken 
(PINS). The team will also continue to build on the goodwill and rapport that has developed, 
and is developing, with both internal and external agencies. 

The team will measure their performance against the Government's SAFE scheme (Security 
against Fraud and Error), putting in place practices to strengthen any areas of weakness. 

The team will also assist the benefit section as a whole, where the resources available can 
be used to ensure an effective service to all claimants. 
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2. AIMS OF THE INVESTIGATION UNIT 

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE GOVERNMENTS STRATEGY FOR TACKLING FRAUD AND 
ERROR IN BENEFIT 2005 - 2006 

Our Aims 

Our Aims 

I Our Aims 

Our Aims 

To provide all benefit assessment staff and any other linked group 
with regular updated fraud awareness sessions to make sure that 
they have an understanding of fraud issues and an ability to either 
stop fraud from entering the system or to identify existing fraud 
quickly and refer to investigators. 

To liaise with benefit assessment managers to ensure 
consistency of referrals. To make best use of data matching 
available and to actively seek out new matching data. To analyse 
inconsistencies and weakness identified in the system and to 
report back. 

To professionally investigate areas of suspected fraud with a view 
to stopping and reclaiming overpaid benefit. To quickly identify 
cases where sanctions are appropriate and ensure that all legal 
requirements with regard to evidence and the collection of that 
evidence is met. 

es accordingly. 

Continually assess the training requirements of all staff in the 
section. 
Regularly review and monitor progress of investigations, and 
review closed cases. Identify weaknesses and areas of additional 
or further training required ensuring a professional and consistent 
approach. 
To hold monthly section and quarterly performance review 
meetings. To strive to continually improve service. 



3. STRATEGY FOR THE FORTHCOMING YEAR 

We will address our aims and objectives by: 

Ensuring our business plan supports corporate policy and departmental goals 

Regularly monitoring and reviewing our work profile 

Making best use of intelligence gathered to counter-act and prevent future fraud activity 

Holding regular fraud awareness sessions for all relevant staff 

Benchmarking our counter fraud activities against other local authorities who participate in the 
National Performance Management Framework (NPMF) to identify improvements and initiatives 
to put us at the leading edge of fraud prevention and detection 

Proactively managing fraud and non-fraud related visits and any other requirements of the 
department, to contribute to the quality of service provided to customers. 

Setting operational targets in conjunction with the Security Against Fraud and Error Scheme to 
make best use of financial rewards available. 

Identify ongoing training to ensure investigators have up to date skills to meet the operational 
targets set, and to promote self development. 

Ensuring that all non-PINS trained investigators are started on a course as soon as possible. 

Participate fully in the Audit Commissions National Fraud Initiative. 

Actively seeking common ground to participate in and promote Criminal Investigation Service 
Joint Working Initiatives. 

Continuing to build on existing relationships, and to foster new links, with both internal and 
external partners and agencies. 

Improving internal communications by having pre-planned agenda led monthly sectional 
meetings and quarterly reviews. 
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4. TARGETS 2005 - 2006 

Cases Submitted for Prosecution 

Administrative Penalties 

Administrative Cautions 

TOTAL SANCTIONS TARGET 

OTHER FINANCIAL TARGETS 

Overpayments 
(Average per case f952.47) 

Annual WIB 
(Average weekly incorrect benefif f41.03) 

15 

30 

10 

B 

f 

123,821 

53,339 
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5. WORK PROFILE 

Record and control all allegations of benefit fraud. 

Assess referrals from all sources, to either accept for investigation or reject, and to report back on 
decision fully in order to secure continuous high quality referrals. 

Consider all investigations in line with the Prosecution Policy, and where applicable apply 
appropriate sanctions in line with current policy and guidelines. 

Pursue joint working arrangements in suitable investigations, with the Criminal Investigation Service 
to enhance existing and new work projects. 

Publicise successful anti-fraud initiatives and successful prosecutions. 

PLANNED AClTlVlTlES 

Internal Referrals 

National Fraud Initiative 

Housing Benefit 
Matching System 

Living Together as 
Husband as Wife 

Investigate all suitable referrals, provide feedback to ensure a 
continuing, consistent, high standard of referrals received. 

Work with internal audit to proactively identify matches where fraud in 
the system may be detected and conduct thorough investigations into 
such cases. 

Accept referrals, using analysis to determine specific rules that 
generate quality referrals for investigation. 

Actively pursue this area, using the rules with regard to Causal Link 
whereby a 100% Weekly Incorrect Benefit can be claimed in qualifying 
cases. 

OTHER TYPES OF ACTIVITY TO BE CONSIDERED 

Landlord Fraud: Examine records in an attempt to identify landlords who are party to 
benefit fraud. Investigate thoroughly, and report to the Procurators 
Fiscal all cases where prosecution may be appropriate. 

Fraud Drives: Identify suitable areas for investigation. 
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6. KEY WORK OBJECTIVES & TARGETS 

1. Administrative support to log all referrals 
received and issue acknowledgement 

Risk Analysis: 

Analyse & Score referral 

Issue scored referral to Investigation Officer 

File Management: 

Issue Report of Findings 

2. Team Leader to ensure maximum productivity 
from referrals. 

Risk Analysis: 

High Criteria Investigation 

Medium Criteria Investigation 

Low Criteria Investigation 

Within 

Within 

0 working days 

0 working days 

Allocated per score criteria 

Within 10 working days 

Pass to Investigation Officer within 5 Working 
days 
Pass to Investigation Officer within 20 Working 
days 
Pass to Investigation Officer within 20 Working 
days 
(Depending on workload may result in overload or 
referral to Intervention Officers) 

Review and monitor all investigator's cases on a 
four weekly basis, to ensure that: 

a. Procedural guidelines are being followed 
b. Investigation is pursuing the appropriate 

outcome 
c. All paperwork, permissions etc., are in place 
d. Continuing investigation is appropriate 

Provide advice and direction to minimise delay in 
bringing case to close. 

Carry out a 10% monthly audit check of closed 
cases to ensure closure action was appropriate 
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, I. Investigators to ensure that all investigations 
are carried out without undue delay and 
adhere to the ‘Test of Fairness’ and other 
relevant legislation to identify cases suitable 
for sanction or reward. 

Submit appropriate cases for prosecution 

All investigations to be carried out 
professionally with due regard to guidelines 
both internal and external. 

Opening of Investigations: 

High Criteria Investigation 

Medium Criteria Investigation 

Low Criteria Investigation 

Case Preview: 

High Criteria Investigation 

Medium Criteria Investigation 

Low Criteria Investigation 

Information Gathering: (Following Preview) 
Information to be requested 

Reminder Issued (from date of 1st Request) 

Information required per 109A to Authorised 
Officer 

RIP(S)A request required 

Cases Passed for Adjudication 
(From date of investigation closing) 

Sanctions 

Decision on appropriate Sanction after return 
of adjudication file 

Pass file for authorisation of Sanction: 

Identify cases not suitable for sanctions, and 
close quickly. 

Investigations to be closed within 3 months 
wherever possible, unless good cause can be 
shown. 

Feedback to source of referral at closure where 
appropriate. 

Case file to be opened within 1 working day of 
receipt 
Case file to be opened within 5 working day of 
receipt 
Case file to be opened within 5 working day of 
receipt (depending on workload) 

Case preview to be complete within 1 working day 
of receipt 
Case preview to be complete within 5 working day 
of receipt 
Case preview to be complete within 5 working day 
of receipt 

Within 5 working days 

Within 10 working days 

Within 5 working days 

Within 5 working days 

Within 5 working days 

Within 3 working days 

Within 1 working day 
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Sanctions Officers: 

Prepare paperwork for PSU 

Reminder Issued (from date of 1st Request) 

Administrative Caution 
Prepare case and issue appointment 

After refusal of Caution, case to PF 

Administrative Penalty 
Prepare case & issue appointment 

After refusal of Penalty, case to PF 

Prosecution 

SPRO documentation 

Reminder Issued (from date of 1st Request) 

On receipt of SPRO number pass to PF 

i. Fraud Awareness sessions 

Assist in service requirements 

. Comply with Equal Rights. 

Within 2 working days 

Within1 0 working days 

Within 3 working days 

See Prosecution 

Within 3 working days 

See Prosecution 

Within 2 working days 

Within 10 working days 

Within 10 working days 

To be delivered to all relevant staff by March 2006 

iespond to written enquiries within 10 working 
lays. 

iespond to complaints within 5 working days 

iead all appropriate e-mails twice daily 

iead fraud circulars within 5 days of issue and 
ssue abridged version to management team with 
salient points raised 

insure compliance with Human Rights Act, Data 
3-otection Act and Race Relationslct in all 
nst a nces. 

idhere, strictly, to the principles of Regulatory 
nvestigative Powers (Scotland) Act. 

idhere, strictly, to the principles of the Test of 
'airness. 
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7. RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

Fraud Manager 
Andrew McLean 

Team Leader 
John McGowan 

SANCTION TEAM 

(2 posts) 

Mary Robinson 
Sandra McCafferty 

I 
REMIT 

To accept and prepare 
completed investigations for 
relevant sanction. 
To provide guidance and 
procedures for the submission 
of cases to the team. 
To liase with partnership 
agencies i.e. DWP, Procurators 
Fiscal, etc., 
To provide up to date 
information to ensure continued 
professional presentation of 
cases. 
To liase with the PFI 
investigating officer in order to 
provide further evidence I 
information as required 

INVESTIGATION TEAM 

(7 Posts) 

Mary Ann Hunter 
Lynda Cowell, Moira Cowie, 

Samantha Heaney, 
lain Muir, Brian Muldoon, 

Margaret Murray, Mary Robinson 

REMIT 
To proactively and reactively 
investigatelvisits all cases of 
suspected fraud & non fraud 
involving matters in relation to 
the tenancy of properties. 
(Non residency, Living together, 
Landlords - both multiple and 
single, non deps.) 

Plus 

Undeclared income and other 
financial considerations. 
(HBMS, Working in Receipt, New 
claims visits, Working non- 
deps.) and NFI referrals. 

ADMIN SUPPORT 
FOR ALL SECTIONS 

(1.3 Posts) 

Mary Ann Hunter 
Nicola Poole 
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Appendix 2 

BENEFIT FRAUD INVESTIGATION TEAM 
PROGRESS REPORT 

1. 

1 .I 

1.2 

2. 

2.1 

2.2 

Introduction 

This document gives an update on the performance of the Fraud Team within the 
Benefits Section in relation to sanctions administered within the guidelines of the 
Benefit Fraud & Prosecution Policy and local targets set within it's Fraud Business 
Plan. 

As the Business Plan of North Lanarkshire Council's Fraud Team, this plan aims to set 
out: 

+ The vision of North Lanarkshire Council's Benefits Section 

+ The objectives and standards for its service 

+ The strategies to be adopted to achieve these 

+ A framework for monitoring and evaluating performance and progress 

+ Partnership working with our key stakeholders 

+ This plan links to: 

+ The Council's Corporate Plan and Strategies 

+ The Council's Best Value regime 

Background 

As part of an integrated benefits service under the responsibility of the Director of 
Housing and Property Services the investigation into fraudulent activity within the 
benefits system has been undertaken by the Fraud Team since 1996, although 
changes to the number of Benefit Fraud personnel, changes in legislation, changes in 
the way the service has been delivered and changes in Information Technology, (IT), 
have taken place since then. 

Government attempts to stop fraud entering the system, and to detect fraud already in 
the system, have resulted in processors having to look more closely at claims. 



3. Targets 

3.1 Targets set for the different types of sanction were set as follows: 

Year I Administrative 

200415 10 
Caution 

Administrative I Submitted for 
Penalty Prosecution 
27 10 

Year Administrative Administrative 

200415 7 29 
Caution Penalty 

3.2 The targets for Administrative Penalties and submissions to the Procurator Fiscal for 
prosecution have been exceeded, however the target for Administrative Cautions was 
not achieved due to the restrictive nature of the procedures that must be met for a 
caution to be offered. 

Submitted for 
Prosecution 
23 

3.3 The 23 cases passed to the Procurator Fiscal have resulted in the following: 

+ 6 pleas of guilty 

+ 1 plea of not guilty 

+ 2 aquittals 

+ 1 fiscal warning letter 

+ 2 trial dates set 

+ 1 continued without plea 

+ 9 still to be marked 

+ 1 rejected 

3.4 The Department for Work & Pensions has acknowledged the restraints of the 
guidance for the offer of Administrative Cautions and has recently issued new 
guidance on the subject. The Fraud Team will note the guidance and amend the 
procedures as necessary. 


